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IPRAL’s technical specifications
Near and far-field telescope
Near and far-field telescopes
and a high laser power
improves the signal-to-noise
ratio allowing:
• better aerosol optical property
retrievals
• reduction of the statistical
errors
• reducing biases between
ground-based and satellite
measurements
distinguishing signal from
error bars to lead better
satellite cal/val
• better cirrus and aerosol
optical depth measurements
to derive satellite optical
depths products.

Wavelength separator unit

600mm Dahl-Kirkham
Nasmith telescope

- Interferometers at Raman and elastic wavelengths
specially designed for night- and day-time Raman
measurements.
- Optical path of the elastic and
H2O-Raman channels
designed to have the same
overlap function.
- Dichroic mirrors designed with
no phase-shift and diattenation.

200mm Newton telescope
Laser spectra Physics Pro
290-30 Nd-Yag, 30Hz,
1600mJ à 1064nm, 0.5 mrad

Wavelength
separator units

First mirror

10mm, 0.5mrad
laser beam
45mm, 0.1mrad
laser beam

Second motorized
mirror

IPRAL’s autonomous operation capability (including remote control and
automatic safety systems) minimizes operator costs.

Depolarization improvements
Lidar polarizing sensitivity can drastically affect the volume linear depolarization ration ( ). To determine its influence on depolarization measurements, the
quantified using the Polarimetric Lidar Simulator based on the Stokes-Müller theoretical basis (see, Bravo-Aranda, 2016 and Freudenthaler, 2016).
lidar systems is subdivided in functional blocks including
- the laser beam ( )
- the emitting optics ( )
- the receiving optics ( )
- calibrator ( ),
- the polarizing splitter (
and
)
- And the received signals ( and )

Functional
block

Symbol
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&

Steering optics,
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Receiving
optics, 'Calibrator, 0
(0-order
waveplate in front
of splitter)

IPRAL signal was simulated according to 12 lidar
parameters shown on Table on the right
suitable behaviour of the polarizing splitter is
highlighted:
- without cross-talk
- absence of phase-shift
- and low diattenuation of the receiving optics.
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Monte Carlo technique is used to retrieve IPRAL’s Δ :
• using Constant ∆ ,
and
• parametrizing , , , , and using 3 values
• parametrizing
and ∆ were parameterized using 65 values
3 65 ~1 · 10 lidar combinations were simulated.
minimum and maximum of the histogram lead to Δ .
Table below shows relative systematic error (∆ ⁄ ) of 16% for
" 0,05.

0,05 0,008

Polarizing components
Polarizing
splitter, '3 and
'4
(PBS +
polarizers)

systematic error (Δ ) was

1

As ADM-Aeolus and IPRAL measure at 355 nm, the optimal
characterization of IPRAL’s depolarization provides a suitable
framework for satellite cal/val.

Multi-instrumental intercomparison
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